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LA VIE EST UN THEATRE
What can managers learn from a theatre actor?

Management is inondated with seminars, coaching
and counselling. Why another "atelier de travai" di-
rected by an EAP graduate and actor can help you
to improve your communication skills. Experiences
from a workshop with Berlin alumni.

a l u m n i  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  –  g e r m a n y

Author:

Istvan VAN HEUVERZWYN (93 BE)
became a director and actor after graduating from EAP. He is
directing his own theatre company. With his collegues, he
teaches organisations like BNP, EDF, Peugeot or France
Telecom how to "act"
istvanvh@yahoo.fr

"La liberté de la fantaisie n'est
pas une fuite dans l'irréel, elle
est l'audace et la création"

(Eugène Ionesco)

Do discover new points of view, new

strategies and solutions while acting and

playing! Theatre is the art of communi-

cation, the way to deploy creativity,

group dynamics and team building.

Theatre facilitates active listening and

perception, learnig of behavior, changes

while acting and adaptabilty to new situ-

ations.

In a nutshell: all these are abilities which

are becoming increasingly important to

management as well. But while manage-

ment only too often focuses predomi-

nantly on the right brain, we do need to

develop from the "homo faber" (the

technical man) back to the "homo

ludens" (the playing man) to grasp the

large variety of life and to cope with the

ever increasing challenges of life.

That is why a very limited number of

graduates had the opportunity to spend

an evening with Istvan VAN

HEUVERZWYN in Berlin. Istvan came

exclusively from Paris to Berlin to teach

his skills to graduates, not just present-

ing but involving all the lucky alumni who

were quick enough to secure one of the

limited places available (actually, the

session was fully booked out in only 3

1/2 hours after announcing, quite un-

common for our graduates!).

Participants became aware that "per-

forming" does consists about a multi-

tude of different talents which mainly go

unnoticed but do determine our impact

on individuals or groups: clarity of

prononciation (we learned to master

"tongue twisters"), body language, indi-

vidual and group behaviour,... Istvan ex-

posed us to different situations where

we had to cope with unexpected

challanges like spontaneous speeches,

recognising your exact location  with

closed eyes, group work etc.

All the learning of the one and much too

short evening culminated in defining the

elements that do have an impact upon

a successful speech/presentation, the

6 "W's":

1. When?
The date, time of the day, lenght of

speech and timing of the persons in-

volved

2. To whom?
Who is the audience, what is their back-

ground, objective and expectation?

3. Where?
What is the location, the place and en-

vironment/circumstances in which the

presentation takes place ?

4. What?
What is the topic, what is the message

that has to be delivered ?

5. Why?
What is the aim, the objective of the

performance?

6. Who + How = Whow!
How we do it, how we or any other per-

son should do it, the atmosphere which

the performance creates, the interaction

of the performer with his/her audience,

language used etc.

If all six elements are jointly taken into

consideration, a performance WILL

make its impact. This is why a holistic

approach will always have a wider and

more profound result than a single ap-

proach.

We are looking forward to see Istvan in

other locations as well to teach our

graduates the art of (communication)

performances – thank you very much!

Please feel free to propose another

workshop to Istvan at a location of your

choice!    II
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